
Entangled Insights 
Quick Guide 

The Entangled Insights function is an incredible way to get 
more information about the causal chain. The causal chain is a 
way that the client unfolds their story. We see this in terms of 
reactive items (items that test around 98-100% in this case). We 
identify reactive items and the more specific the better. In this 
way, we want to compare one item to another. For example, if 
we take the frequency “Immune” into the EI (Entangled 
Insights), we are looking for ways to find out more about issues 
that are causing the immune system to have reactivity. Areas that 
you would be likely to find meaningful information would be:

•Bacteria (all)

•Virus (all) 

•Fungus (all)

•Parasites (all) 

Here is the complete listing of all the groups that exist within 
EI. You can also choose to only do the “All” function. I have 
found that the all function can result in some extraneous 
information, things that simply don’t make too much sense in 
relation to the case. These items should be ignored for now. 
However, when there are items that are reasonable and have a 
score of 98%-100%, then include these items into the Main Hold 
tray for further investigation in Progressive Insights.  Here are 
all the groupings in the EI:
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There are also some secret frequencies within the EI that not many people know about or use! You can see the entire list of all the 
items in the EI database here:

Entangled Insight Guide is here <— Click here to download. Here are some secret frequencies (not well known)  that you can select 
and then add to your harmonizing session:

Bach Flower essence (all) Bacteria (all) Cancer (all) Fungus (all) Young Living (all) 

Headaches (all) Homeopathics (all) Lyme (all) Parasites (all)

Immune system stimulation Pineal gland stimulation Detox assist White blood cell stimulation

Regeneration and healing Healing and regeneration Sedative effect Pituitary

Pain relief Muscles to relax Sedation and pain relief Interleukin 

Lung Fractures healing Bone regeneration EBV and separately Epstein Barr 
Virus (test for these) 

Lymph and detox Intelligence and clarity of 
thought

T Cells Adrenal stimulant 
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https://www.arielpolicano.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/EntangledInsights-1.pdf

